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Maslow also categorized these needs into Deficiency needs and Growth needs. Salinger Words5 Pages Where
do the ducks go during the Winter when the water is frozen? Such language includes both repetition of phrases
and blatant cursing, in order to capture the informal speech of the average, northeastern American adolescent.
There, he meets many unique people, a majority to which he assumes as phonies, immediately questioning
their authenticity. Kids drop out to escape this fate, to escape being tortured every day by their peers, but the
scars will remain; they will never fade, but will only be covered up by other scars stemming from the abuse.
Holden is completely isolated from society and is unable to integrate. Interactions with other people especially
women perplex and overwhelm Holden. He therefore resorts to isolation, illustrating a characteristic of his
mental state. However when he is so close to being emotionally mature, perhaps in the wrong manner, the rug
is effectively pulled out from under him when he loses his emotional and physical security while staying at
Mr. Your time is important. Constantly mentioning Jane, Holden recalls playing checkers with her before he
got sent to boarding school. Holden eventually regains his footing upon the mount of emotional intelligence,
and is able to overcome the point he previously lost by getting a sense of love with Sally and realizing he does
not need it. Any type of essay. The novel itself is acclaimed to be quite autobiographical; the similarities
between Salinger and Holden are numerous. In his attempt to create a new and realistic portrayal of the times,
Salinger first, effectively creates Holden Caulfield, the main character. The external and internal influences on
Holden blend to create an overall. With everyday life, we are faced with challenges, the defining moment is
how we adapt or react to these changes, that is what defines us. The biggest mystery of all when it comes to
women is with Jane Gallagher. Any subject. Deficiency needs are characterized by lack thereof; such as the
need for food and water. The language used in The Catcher in the Rye has long been a topic of controversy in
the literary critic's realm. Salinger is trying to show the reader that to gain emotional intelligence one must
struggle greatly. Holden eventually regains his footing another time and is able to finally have his epiphany
that he cannot save children from adulthood. Holden isolates himself from those around him in order to shy
away from the complexities of life.


